
"/or someone who comes froiti the Third 
tVorld, I wníi ncutely aware of the fací 
llial lite floij' úf iiifoniialioii ihat shapes 
oiir iiütioii üf Ihe ¡rorid nctunlly comea 
excliisiretyfrom Wesleni ivportx itilerpivliiig 
the world for iis ". [IJ 

More lliaii a hemisphere, the West, to 

which Mona 1 laloum relers is a liiie of 

argimieiU: it directs socio-economic, 

cultural, racial aiid/or sexual relalions ¡n 

the world lodav. Consequentlv, it also 

directs the \va\' we view Hatoum's work, 

as well as a substaiilial parí of the 

discourse surrounding lier woi-k: lilis 

inlerprelive discourse tends to osciilate 

between two differeiit yet not 

substantiallv dissiiriilar extremes. 

The tendeucv is eitlier lo ignore all 

Third World iní'liiences and regard 

I laloiuii as jiisl anolher Lonflon arlisl, or 

else lo (real her willi llie palernalisni 

gcnerallv associated with the discovery of 

puré, definitive truth in her 'Otherness ' 

(in this case., Palestinian). Bul perhaps il 

is preciselv this confluence of Third 

World experiences with her awareness of 

the overriding directionalily of the world 

at large wliicii has niade this artist the 

constant inventor of a third place; a space 

where controversies converge, where the 

tensión lictween ojiposites is carried to 

the extremes of [jaradox. It is a 

conceptual space with its very own logic 

of consciousness, in which all eyes are 

aware of complicitv and cach gesture 

incites another (and generally opposite) 

gestin'e. This third place is inside Mona 

l la toum: ¡I nioves with hei'. inhahils her 

mind and her eve. Il has become a wav of 

experienciug the world. which explains 

how the bod\ (onuiipresent in her woi'k) 

is equaled with geography. Hers is a 

imique geograpliv, a map with variable 

borders. with wars. witli exiles. with 

blockadcs. with op|)i'ession. and also with 

a space for redemiilion: a semantic field 

in a pei-petiial stalc of flu.x. 

l l a t o n m s early performances, which 

were more direct and narrative ihan her 

current work. are paradigmatic of ihis. In 

The Nego/ialiiig Tablc (1983) , the artisi 

wrapped herself in plástic amid a pile of 

bloody entrails. Her body. placed on a 

wooden table with chairs at each side, 

was illuminalcd from above bv the glare 

of a single light-bulb. thus conveving the 

idea of interrogation and torture which 

also appears in some of her other work. 

Meanwhile, a sound recording alternated 

information about the civil war with the 

speeches of Western political leaders 

calling for peace. The piece was an 

oblique reference to ihc ])aiallel 

argnmenls which will never coincide on 

the horizon. 

.SV̂  Miicli I llanl lo Say (1083) is 

another example of her earlv work. Mona 

l la toum is portravi'd stniggling to Ireo 

hei'scH from a man s hands which cover 

her montli and prevent her IVom 

sf)eak¡ng, while a recording of her voice 

repeats the title of the piece over and 

over. This video can imdoubtedlv be 

iiUer|)n'ted from a fcininisl angle, bnl it 

also has marked political connotations, 

and not onlv those whidí firsi spring to 

niind. invülving all the minoritv groups 

who have no sav in ihe world. l la toum 

also planned to transiriit this video via 

satellite between Vancouver and Vienna. 

thereby introducing a new critical facet: 

that of the su])|)Osedly horizontal 

relationslhps bronght abonl bv the 

expansión of the "conummicators" . 

Fiftoen years ago the artist was already 

using technology to challenge the 

currently widespread idea that 

globalization inevitably implies the 

demociatization of comnumicalions or. in 

the words of Christo\- iiakargiev, 

"subverts ihc notion of a free flow of 

information via electronic media which 

breaks down barriers towards the global 

village". [2] 

Also in 1')83. in Under Siege. the 

artist, naked in a t ransparent container 

fiill of imiddy clay. struggled in vain tf) 

escape her imprisonment (which clearlv 

symbolized physical, psychological and 

|)olilical confinement). From these earlv 

performances, to her inslallation Cofp.s 

rtraiiger (1')04). in which the artist 

submits herself to a thorongh inlei-nal 

examination wilh a micro-camera and 

projects this voyage through her insides 

onto a circle on the floor. Hatoiim 

confronts us with a liodv which is no 

longer a mere metaphor- lint, as l'Clix 

(¡nattari notes, "is that gronnd that we 

wish to work on for the liberation of 

societv' [3]. It is a place where 

individuáis and societv. the private and 

pnlilic. psychological and sociological, 

micro and macro, can only exist together 

as inseparable parís o í a complex 

(ahhoiigh not necessarily binary) 

dialectic, in which one often takes the 

role of. "the Other". This "Other". diis 

"strange (and forcign) body (in lilis 

case, oiir own insides) which repels iis 

and atlracts us like the feeling of 

dizziness. is esseiitial lo our very 

existence and vcl w lial is ours. is also 

foreign to us. 
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The linear (albeit discontinuous) 

nature of the camera's voyage sets the 

fragment in time and inatter; a way of 

making the interior more inaccessible, 

stranger and less reassuring. 

But this body, this place of thought, is 

an active magnetic field in which each 

pole is wary of its antagonist, and 

nothing can free itself from the whole 

network of iinplications of which it is a 

part. The underlving subject of control 

also arises here, crossing all the semantic 

strata of these pieces. It is not only a 

question of the control which is exercised 

quietly from within the self and the body, 

but also of external, indoctrinating 

Controls. In this case, technology (the 

medical instrument) and the piiblic 

situated around and above the cylinder 

containing the projection, who are 

witnesses to, and proponents of this 

intrusive, expurgatory, controlling society 

which Gilíes Deleuze refers to as "the new 

society of surveillance". 

Mona Hatoum was born in Beirut, 

where her Palestinian parents were in 

exile. Chance circumstances led her to 

study in London; a second exile when the 

outbreak of civil war in Lebanon caught 

her by surprise while travelling around 

Europe. Her work, as she herself has 

said, is made for a Western audience and 

responds to Western codes of visual 

expression, but is influenced by her 

"experience of having grown up in the 

MiddleEast" [4]. 

The simultaneity of experiences 

resulting froin the circumstances of exile, 

the sense of belonging to, and being two 

parts, the knowledge of having grown on 

one side and growing on another, all filter 

into her creative approach. It is not only 

a question of displacement, but also a 

sort of emplacement; a perspective which 

enables Hatoum to subvert all conflicts of 

authority and make them work in a sort 

of microcosm. in which all disorder 

Mona Hatoum. Fan Gogh's Back, 1995. Courtesy of Alexander and Bonin, New York. 
Photograplí by Stephen White. 

gestates new paths and each path is the 

nucleus of another universe. In a sense, 

post-modern strategies corrupt 

themselves; again we are in a third place 

where we are allowed to revisit modernity 

with one foot in and the other one out. 

Mona Hatoum can look through the 

eyes of Jurgen Habermas and see totality 

as a source of conflict with the autonomy 

of systems, but she can also see the world 

from the perspective of Francois Lyotard 

who, skeptical of the potential for 

consensus, declares war on totality. 

In anv case, Hatoum's work is not so 

mucli about clarifying controversies as 

exposing and even exacerbating them. 

F"or her, conflicts are accoimts of 

insurrections which can onlv be 

understood through the accounts 

themselves. This tendency to subvert 

dogmas can also be seen in her frequent 

incursions into minimalism, to which her 

work, permeated by an economy of form 

and expression, is clearly indebted. 

Repetition, the constructive argument, 

the technological aspect of certain pieces, 

are all references, but references made to 

be transgressed. Thev are symbols of 



apparent self-reference but which, 

essentially, refer to a live, organic, 

sensual, threatening world. If it is 

possible to draw a dividing line 

characterizing the rift between 

Minimalistn and Conceptualism, then 

Hatoum has given this space an elusive 

presence. Not by erasing it, but by 

installing her third place; altering 

borders, drawing paradoxes, emphasízing 

consciousness and erasing the evidence. 

Pieces such as Socle du Monde 

(1991-92, titled after Manzoni) - a large 

magnetic cube sprínkled with metallic 

dust pattemed like brains or intestines 

via a magnetic field - demónstrate the 

activity of attraction and repulsión. 

EntraiU Carpet and Pin Carpet (1995), 

one of translucent plástic entrails and the 

other consisting of thousands of steel pins 

which give the surface a velvety 

appearance, exemplify this critical 

profile. Mona Hatoum does not side-step 

the formal and aesthetic aspects of art 

- indeed, she holds these factors in 

notoriously high esteem - but she also 

emphasizes the contextual references of 

her art; this situates her both near to and 

yet far from the Minimalists, in her very 

own third place, from where she winks 

ironically at them. Rather than as 

references to totahty, the artist presents 

repetition and criss-cross pattems as a 

series of different tmits, with constant 

potential for further additions: units of 

torture, units of imprisonment, units of 

fear. Far from eluding certain themes, 

Hatoum weaves them inte her work and 

situates them in the world with a very 

acute sense of how socio-cultural 

constructions occur in certain political 

circumstances and in certain power 

struggles. 

Whereas in the 80's Hatoum used her 

own body, and in a very direct manner, 

during the 90's she has used the viewers' 

bodies, and in a far more complex way; 

controUed by the space generated by the 

object, which involves the public 

physically. She has moved from spaces of 

representation to those of presentation or, 

to be more precise, of experience, since 

the spectator is also manipulated into 

becoming a representation while viewing. 

The transmission of Information which 

was implicit in the narratives of her 

performances has now given way to the 

recreation of sensations aroused in the 

viewer. This imminence of sensation, this 

"revelation which is never completed" 

which, according to Jessica Morgan, 

"engenders a profound sense of 

discomfort in the spectator" [5], is also a 

form of what the Argentine writer Jorge 

Luis Borges defined as "aesthetic 

experience". 

Evidence of this approach can be 

found in pieces such as Light Sentence 

(1992), a U-shaped wall of metal cages 

projecting their enlarged or reduced 

shadows according to the movement of a 

small central lamp which is slowly 

lowered to the floor before rising again. 

Once more, a reference to pólice 

interrogations which involves the 

spectator physically and emotionally. 

There is no need to inhabit each of these 

small cells in order to feel trapped; the 

shadows are like real cells, and there is 

no escape from the ongoing genealogy. 

The formal beauty of the piece merely 

accentuates the element of trickery; 

seduction calling out to be absorbed by 

this space with no way out. This is 

similar to the notion of attraction-

repulsion in Current Disturbance (1996): 

a structure made of wood and wire mesh, 

more a connotation than a representation 

of cages, closing in a circle. Each space 

houses a small lamp which tums on and 

off arbitrarily, every few seconds, with no 

apparent pattem. The noise of the 

filaments charging and discharging 

energy is amplified and projected towards 

the pubHc like a threatening witness. The 

reassuring order of geometry, repetition 

and systemization is upset by the 

interference of intermittent light, 

darkness and noise, which generates a 

space where control/lack of control are 

complementary pairs. 

Equally paradoxical are Hatoum's 

objects. Not least because despite the 

appearance of abandoning the body, she 

actually summonses it in its absence, 

either in the cribs with their emphasis on 

threatened fragility, or in the carpets; the 

nails concealing the memory of the fakir 

beneath its velvet surface, or the entrails 

bidding US to visit the body with other 

eyes. 

As well as the recurrence to paradox, 

another factor characterizes these objects, 

as indeed all her other work; that of 

beauty. A condition sought by the artist 

who lingers over the work's physical 

qualities, and develops a poetic sense of 

its visual effect, differentiating her from 

other trends in contemporary art which 

uphold displeasing aesthetics or do not 

regard the form as a factor which 

structures the meaning. 

This aspect of Mona Hatoum's work 

is an added factor in the creation of a 

sort of treaty of paradoxes. Each piece is 

like a sheet of paper, whose two sides can 

only be separated by creating a new 

sheet, which is in tum forever enslaved to 

foliow the same rule. 
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